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The most important thing that I want to say is to express sincere appreciation for the full
cooperation and the serious efforts of the various members on the Graduate Council, SPRC and
SBRC. This has been a significant year of activity and these individuals deserve your thanks and
my thanks for what has been accomplished.

Prior to 1995-96, SBRC was much more actively involved in recommendations about the
university budget. This has included a review and ranking by SBRC of all of the requested
changes, by divisions, from one year to the next. This has been done in keeping with the Charge
to SBRC (copy of the Charge is attached to this report). Unfortunately the process this year did
not allow for SBRC to fulfill its responsibilities as stated in the Charge. One factor in the change
in 1995-96 may have been due to the fact that the Board of Trustees adopted a two year budget for
1994-96 and so there was a relatively smaller proportion of the budget to be reviewed for 1995-96.
Enrollment growth generated about $2 million in additional tuition funds for distribution over the
planned 1996-1997 as adopted earlier by the Board of Trustees. ~~i8ien~ Aboullhis H0Wmoney
W0r~mad~ prior te eel,Uialtatioflwith 8BR~. SBRG-aod SPRC \ver-@in.yolved iB a slHflIllflf}'
repert ot-these..cliangei, ~y ·Gary Russi, at tHejoiftt m8etmg OR4/8/96.

A major development in 1995-96 for SBRC, as compared to 1992-1995, is the number of new
program proposals which have emerged from the Strategic Planning Process and the stipulation by
Gary Russi that all proposals for new funding be linked to support of the Strategic Plan. At a
meeting on 8/24/95, Gary Russi informed the chairs of SBRC and SPRC that he expected eight
new programs to be proposed as implementing some portions of the strategic plan.

Since SBRC and SPRC jointly replaced the former Academic Planning and Policy Committee
(APPC), a special concern this year was to work on revising the old APPC forms and formats for
new programs, reviews or modifications of existing programs, as well as formats for proposals,

other ~new programs, submitted in support of the Strategic Plan. The forms and formats forth~~responsibilities is still in need of further work by SBRC and SPRC. Significant
t:#- ----PfOgress was made this year in the first two of these responsibilities, including the establishment of

two budget formats ("SBRC Fomiat" and "Academic Affairs Format") for reporting important
budgetary information related to proposed academic programs.

What has been accomplished by the Senate Budget Review Committee during the past four years is
due in large measure to the full cooperation of the university administration at all levels, the
excellent dedication and efforts of the various of members of the committee, and of the
membership and dedication of our sister committees, especially the Graduate Council and SPRC.
We have benefited from close, structured links with the Graduate Council and SPRC, but we need
to foster similar cooperation and structural links with ucm. Toward this goal it is important, I
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believe, that the joint meetings-of SPRC and SBRC with the President and/or the vice-president of
Academic Mfairs, as specified in the Senate charge to SPRC and SBRC, include the Dean of
Graduate Studies and the Chair of ucm. In support of this goal, George Dahlgren and James
Ozinga were invited, and attended, the joint meeting of SBRC and SPRC with Gary Russi on April
8, 1996. At this meeting, fulf1lling a part of the Senate charge, there was a full agenda, proposed
to Gary Russi by the Chair of SBRC(I;>ased.oft Stlgg@gtinm: fro111 mp.mhers of S:eItC and SYRC) ...•.
As was evident at the meeting, there was a very close match between this proposed agenda and the
materials circulated, and discussed by Gary Russi during the meeting. :EnrthAl'mQ{e Gary Russi
came prepared with numerous documents, for distribution at the meeting, with detailed information
on essentially all of these topics of joint concern.

Actually, Gary si was prepared with numerous doc).lffients to distribute and discuss.He reported that he sa the following new progr~n the horizon:
i) Ph.D. in Appli Mathematical Scienc
ii) Masters in Accou .ng
iii) MS in Software En . eering
iv) Family Nurse Practiti er Ce . cate Program (Post Masters)
v) Ph.D. in Education (ma e our proposals)
vi) Women's Studies Under uate Program (already through the college)
vii) Applied Physics I M rial ciences
viii) Ph.D. in Biologic Commumcations with Henry Ford Health Systems

As the person primarily responsible for guiding the proposal for the new Ph.D. Program in
Applied Mathematical Sciences through the full review process within and external to the
University, when there were no longer AAPC guidelines and without new guidelines, I felt
responsible for respecting all the former standards set by the APpc. This experience also taught
me that, as an institution, we have a responsibility to help those who prepare proposals for new
programs to include all the relevant information and budget data, and in a consistent comparable
format, as they draft the proposals. Unfortunately these APPC formats and forms are no longer
operational, nor readily available as a guide for drafters of proposals of new programs.

With several new program proposals anticipated, some office or committee needed to take
responsibility for assuring that new proposals included the appropriate information and budget data
prior to review through the academic governance process. This is an important responsibility.

SBRC drafted a new document entitled "Guidelines and Procedures for Instituting a New Degree
Program". After various revisions during 1995-1996, this document (about eight pages) has been
endorsed and/or supported by SBRC (9/20/95), SPRC, UCUI(10/5/95) and the Graduate Council
(4/17/96). This document is identified, appropriately, as an Office of Academic Mfairs document.
The latest revision is dated September 23, 1996 and is available from the Office of Graduate
Studies.

[D] SBRC meeting of 9/20/95

1 M~ o;ollte H}ef\tiMS ":as IJF~gt~r8l!~f= ~hejoint meeting of SBRC and SPRC withRussi in 0 KL on 9/27/95.
Wi."'1J dlC llddallft88~Rg teak 1l1ae., Gary Russi had about 33 pages of handouts to circulate and discuss. The
topics were: OU Freshman Applied; Enrollment; Organizational Chart; Strategic Plan Implementation; Strategic
Plan Proposals; Marketing Plan; Strategic Lobbying; Faculty Hiring 1995-96; Academic Affairs Position
Recap; Discretionary Budget Analysis and Allocation to Department; and General (Family Business,
Birmingham, Macomb, Flint, Traverse City, Fund Raising & Student of the Future). A dermite theme
throughout Gary Russi's presentation was that decisions about new funding
initiatives will be based on the implementation of the approved Strategic Plan.
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[It] SBRe me~ting of 1&118,'95 sB~e ~~ i-m ~ .ill The purpose of this spreadsheet is to show hoJJthe HEIDI data can be used to generate the
''Tuition RevenuelFaculty Compensation" ratio ... that is critical in determining the viability of
program proposals."

'--fIQ-SBRC meeting gf 12.'IJI95-
Russi agreed to provide the SBRC budget format runs for all academic units. See subsequent

memorandum dated April 23, 1996 from Interim President Russi to McKay (a copy is attached to
this report. See [S7]).

[P] SBRC meeting of 217/96
Final SBRC review of the proposed Ph.D. in Applied Mathematical Sciences. The

memorandum of transmittal of the SBRC recommendation is dated February 16, 1996 and includes
the set of attachments of the type required in the case of the previous new program proposals as
well as a chronological summary of discussions and/or documents regarding SBRC review of the
proposal.

[Q] SBRC meeting of 3/13/96
I. Proposal Formats. The effort to unify proposal formats by various committees continues.
II. Incentive Programs. Nicosia reviewed the methods of calculating the expenses, revenue,

and distribution of net income for these programs.
ill. The OU budget has been completed. We may still have an opportunity to provide input on

specific items. Copies will be distributed to members of the SBRC on a strictly confidential basis
since the budget has not been approved by the Board of Trustees. We will review the charge to
SBRC to determine what role we should play in the next stages of the budget process

[R] SBRC and SPRC meeting of 4/8/96 (Joint Meeting)
There was a very close match between the "Suggested Agenda" proposed by SBRC and SPRC

and the "Agenda" circulated by Gary D. Russi. There were numerous documents circulated by
Russi in response to these agenda items. The minutes, aE attaeliea fer all SeBatef&,refers to eleven
documents ("Agenda attachments") which were circulated by Russi during this joint meeting.
Most members of SBRC and SPRC have a set of these documents, which total about thirty-five
pages.

[S] Attachments for ~AA Office and 1996-97 chairs o~SBRC, SPRC and Graduate
Council:

[S 1] Minutes of JOin~eeting of SBRC ang,sPRC, with Gary Russi, on September 27,
1995 (two pages) (Kevin T./\. drews, recorder)

[S 2] "Suggested Agend " (prepared WSBRC & SPRC) and "Agenda" distributed by Russi
(one page each)

[S 3] Summary of Joint tin of SBRC and SPRC, with Gary Russi, on April 8, 1996
(three pages) (Michelle Piskulich, rec der)

[S 4] 1996-97 Revised Ge r und Budget - Summary of Supporting Information and
Schedules (four pages)

[S 5] New Degree P gram Sub sion Requirement
This is an important 0 page document which details the steps to follow through a Feasibility
Phase and the Prop Development Ph e for new degree programs. It is an important cover
page for the Guid mes and Procedures fo stituting a New Degree Program, since it details the
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